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Synopsis

This talk will cover how JTC as an industrial infrastructure innovator creates value for its customers by developing innovative and sustainable infrastructure solutions that they require. It will also cover the various career development opportunities offered by JTC.

About the Speaker

David Tan is currently the Asst Chief Executive Officer (Technical & Professional Services) of JTC Corporation, which is Singapore's lead agency to plan, promote and develop key industrial infrastructure and facilities. David has more than 22 years of working experience, in a multitude of areas from leadership & management, engineering & innovation to industry development; having been involved in the planning, design, construction and project management of major infrastructure and building projects, development of the chemical cluster on Jurong Island and clean and renewable energy technologies.

David started his career in JTC after graduating with a 1st Class Honours Degree in Civil Engineering from the University of Adelaide in 1990. He also obtained a Master of Science Degree in Engineering from the National University of Singapore. In his 22 years of working experience, David has contributed in a myriad of areas, starting as an engineer after which he was rotated to the business function before his appointment as Asst Chief Executive Officer in 2010. In this role, he is responsible for the planning and development of industrial infrastructure facilities in JTC, critical in the achievement of our mission of advancing Singapore's economic development.
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